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Abstract
Purpose: This paper aims to explore the topic of knowledge safety, defined as the state of knowledge
being safe from loss, leakage, attrition, oblivion, waste or theft. The paper first presents a theoretical
background and review of previous studies on knowledge loss and ways of overcoming it, and then
illustrates the topic of knowledge safety with ten case studies from the small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) sector.
Methodology: The paper is based on an analysis of Knowledge Management (KM) literature devoted
to knowledge loss and its potential types in companies, and on the results of case study research.
Knowledge safety was first defined and contrasted with other terms, and then examined in 10
selected SMEs. The research resulted in a clarification of what SMEs understand by the term of
“knowledge safety” and what kind of measures they take to ensure it.
Findings: As the analysis shows, the examined SMEs attribute diversified significance to the issue
of knowledge safety. For some of them, such problem does not exist at all and they state that they
can ensure knowledge safety in all aspects of their operations. Some companies perceive it mainly
through the safety of the knowledge stored in electronic databases, while others link it with the
human factor only.
Research limitations: Research results are limited to ten companies operating in Poland. As such,
they cannot illustrate the whole picture of the existing small or medium-sized companies.
Research implications: The findings of both literature review and case study analysis indicate that
there is a need to further examine the issue of knowledge safety by analysing the potential factors
which may endanger knowledge safety and the methods to eliminate such risks.
Practical implications: The paper examines important aspects of knowledge safety and provides
guidelines on how it can be ensured by managers or owners of SMEs.
Originality/value: The term of knowledge safety has been absent from the related literature so far.
The paper defines it and explores both the theoretical and the practical aspects thereof. The paper
also suggests further research possibilities in this area.
Keywords: knowledge safety, knowledge loss, small and medium-sized enterprises, case study
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Introduction
Knowledge is becoming an increasingly significant asset of contemporary organizations. It is therefore not surprising that companies search for new, more efficient ways
of managing their knowledge and pay a growing attention to knowledge management
(KM) techniques and methods. There is a specific situation taking place in small and
medium-sized companies, where KM is often of informal, emergent character (Zieba
et al., 2016). Additionally, many knowledge-related activities and processes in such
companies, such as e.g. systematic, formal documentation, are simply absent (Shelton,
2001). As earlier studies show, even if SMEs are aware of the importance of their
knowledge assets, they generally tend to follow an unplanned, unsystematic, and
informal approach to managing their knowledge (Edvardsson, 2006; 2009; Hutchinson
and Quintas, 2008). Knowledge can be understood in a variety of ways and its definition is often provided in the context of data and information. There is no consensus
among researchers on a single, unified approach towards these three terms. For example,
Awad and Ghaziri (2004) define data as “a set of discrete facts about events – structured
records of transactions”, information as “an aggregation of data that makes decision
making easier and consists of facts and figures based on reformatted or processed
data”, while knowledge is considered as “human understanding of a specialized field
of interest that has been acquired through study and expertise”. As it can be seen,
data, information, and knowledge are all interlinked, and data can be transformed
into information and information into knowledge. For the purpose of this paper, the
author uses the definition of knowledge provided by Holsapple (2003), who defined
knowledge as a “combination of information, ideas, experience and insights that guide
actions and decisions”. In the opinion of the author, this definition illustrates the sense
of knowledge in organizations well, as it highlights the purpose of possessing know
ledge – to help organizations in undertaking actions and making decisions. There is
a particular need to deal with knowledge and its safety in organizations, as many
organizations concentrate only on their data and information while neglecting know
ledge in this context. For example, data and information stored in IT solutions is often
secured in a certain way, such as a back-up copy or passwords, and knowledge is more
difficult to be protected using some formal mechanisms.
For many companies from the SME sector, reliance on tacit, not documented knowledge
makes them highly vulnerable to a loss of key employees and key knowledge. In
a pessimistic scenario, the loss of a single key employee and their knowledge might
result in the threat of the company’s going out of business (Durst and Wilhelm, 2011).
Apart from losing an employee and their knowledge, companies might also lose crucial
knowledge in a variety of other ways, e.g. by knowledge leakage, knowledge waste, or
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knowledge theft. At the same time, the decision on whether and to what extent know
ledge should be retained or protected depends on the awareness of the risk of losing
knowledge and the significance of the problem it might cause (Levy, 2011). This awareness might be not high among SME managers, who generally tend to focus on daily
problems instead of anticipating future problems.
As it has been reported in some studies, organizations have to face a growing wave of
knowledge loss and attrition due to layoffs, retirements, mergers, and acquisitions
(Martins and Martins, 2011), as well as more competitive recruiting, faster turnover among
young people, and ageing workforce (De Long and Davenport, 2003). As loss of know
ledge can result in many negative consequences for organizations, such as disrupted
operations, reduced efficiency, sales and product/service quality (Eckardt et al., 2014),
organizations should pay attention to knowledge retention and concentrate on ensuring safety of their crucial knowledge.
Taking the above into account, there is a need to introduce a new concept of knowledge
safety. On the basis of literature analysis it can be concluded that the knowledge
possessed by SMEs can be exposed to loss or attrition and has to be managed or
retained to prevent these phenomena from occurring. Therefore, the following questions arise:
“How do organizations understand knowledge safety? What kind of potential hazards
endangering their knowledge safety do they identify? What kind of actions do they
undertake on everyday basis to provide knowledge safety?”

This paper aims to answer these questions by presenting results of an empirical
investigation involving 10 owners and managers of small and medium sized companies
located in one of the regions of Poland. The research utilizes a case study method and
gives grounds for a preliminary analysis of the concept of knowledge safety.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section presents a brief review of the
literature on knowledge loss and knowledge retention/protection in SMEs, and also
offers the concept of knowledge safety. The third section describes the applied research
methodology and the research questions. Section four presents the main findings of
the empirical investigation, while the last two sections discuss and summarize the
main results, and illustrate the possible implications for research and management.
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Literature review
Knowledge loss
Knowledge loss has become a challenge to organisations that wish to remain competi
tive (Martins and Martins, 2011). At the same time, the scale of problems related to know
ledge loss is increasing due to three phenomena: 1. Knowledge itself is becoming
a critical organizational resource; 2. Employee turnover rates are increasing and, in
many cases, employees are not replaced by new ones; 3. The average age of the labour
force is growing, posing a potential hazard of many retirees in the years to come
(Massingham, 2008).
There can be several potential reasons for the knowledge loss identified. The most
obvious one is employee turnover, either voluntary (i.e. when an employee resigns or
retires) or involuntary (when an employee is dismissed) (Shaw et al., 1998). In the case
of SMEs, even short or long term periods of employee absence may lead to substantial
threats due to difficulties with employee substitution (Durst and Wilhelm, 2011). An even
more serious reason for knowledge loss can be employee poaching, when employees
are enticed and “stolen” by another organization, often a competitor. In such a case,
the knowledge that is lost might be of particular importance and its lack can have
severe consequences. Many small enterprises are even reluctant to invest in workforce
skills development, keeping in mind the risk of skilled labour being “poached” by
other, often larger organisations offering usually more attractive salaries and promotional opportunities (Panagiotakopoulos, 2012).
Among other situations when organizational knowledge is lost, one can list: knowledge
leakage, knowledge spillover, knowledge theft, knowledge forgetting, knowledge
unlearning, and knowledge waste. Knowledge leakage takes place “when sensitive
organizational knowledge such as strategies, policies, product knowledge, and sensitive
client information ends up in the hands of unauthorized parties” (Ahmad et al., 2014,
p. 28). In this sense, it is a type of knowledge loss since in its consequence, a company
loses the uniqueness of its knowledge and, potentially, also its competitive advantage.
Knowledge leakage can be intentional (e.g. when a former employee reveals some
sensitive knowledge to the company’s competitors) or unintentional (e.g. when an
employee makes a mistake and sends some part of knowledge to unauthorized parties).
Another type of knowledge loss is knowledge spillover. It can be defined as a situation
when valuable knowledge spills out of an organization to competitors, who then use
this knowledge to gain competitive advantage (Durst and Zieba, 2017). Knowledge
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spillover can be beneficial to organizations if they benefit from spilled knowledge, but
it can also be harmful when they lose their competitive advantage built previously
on the spilled knowledge. Similarly to knowledge leakage, it can be intentional or
unintentional in its character.
Knowledge theft is a special type of knowledge loss in the meaning that it is illegal
and the party that steals knowledge is sought after and tried by legal authorities.
Knowledge theft is a criminal offence and should not be taken advantage of by competitors to gain knowledge. Many companies may assume that they can protect their
knowledge via patents, trademarks, copyrights, and so on. However, not all of the
possessed knowledge can be defined according to property laws and property rights
and, therefore, protected under formal mechanisms (Liebeskind, 1996).
Knowledge forgetting can be of two types: accidental and deliberate (de Holan and
Phillips, 2004). An example of accidental forgetting is memory loss, i.e. a form of
forgetting that is typical when knowledge is used infrequently. Deliberate forgetting
takes place when some knowledge is not being taken advantage of by an organization
and is consciously substituted with new knowledge. A solid differentiation between
deliberate and accidental forgetting is provided by Cegarra-Navarro et al. (2013): “While
accidental forgetting sees unwanted forgetting as a degradation of the stocks of organizational knowledge (e.g. accidental loss of documents on a computer by human error or
mechanical breakdown, failure to preserve adequate documentation in order to interpret
reports or sensor readings, etc.), intentional forgetting requires that certain routines,
rules, tasks, roles, policies, values and strategies need to be actively and intentionally
forgotten before new organizational knowledge can be acquired and assimilated”.
Then, there is knowledge unlearning, somewhat related to deliberate knowledge forgetting. As Rebernik and Širec (2007) stated, “for unlearning to take place, intentional
forgetting of some parts of existing individual and organizational knowledge is needed.
Firms must “disorganize” some part of their knowledge store. Similar disorganization
must also take place at individual level”. In some situations, organizations need to
eliminate the existing knowledge or knowledge structures to be able to explore new
knowledge or to utilize their knowledge structures learned, and then knowledge
unlearning is actually necessary (Cegarra-Navarro et al., 2011).
Knowledge waste takes place when an organization does not make use of the available
and potentially useful knowledge. In other words, knowledge is wasted when it is
available in an organization and the organization could make use of it to gain some
advantage (e.g. save time, money, effort, etc.), but it does not do so (Durst and Zieba,
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2017). Therefore, knowledge waste is linked with failing to make the most of the
available knowledge capacity, and it can manifest itself in different ways: reinvention,
lack of system discipline, underutilized human resources, scatter, hand-off, or wishful
thinking (Ferenhof et al., 2015).
The consequences of knowledge loss can be of financial and non-financial character,
depending on the kind of knowledge that has been lost and the way in which it has
happened. For example, an obvious financial cost of losing an employee will be connected with hiring a new one (i.e. cost of the recruiting process). Also, a sudden lack
of a staff member may lead to a decrease in productivity, and even to work stoppage.
Financial consequences can also come from fines for improper delivery of orders. On
the other hand, non-financial costs, although more difficult to be estimated, can be
severe as well. Loss of a critical employee may lead to considerable gaps in the firm’s
intellectual capital (Durst and Wilhelm, 2011). Massingham (2008) claims that four
different types of intellectual capital can be lost in such a situation: human capital,
social capital, structural capital, and relational capital. For example, when an employee
leaves, not only all their knowledge exits, but also their specific functional expertise,
experience, skills, and contacts disappear. Structural capital supports an organization
and its members in learning, while relational capital is built through an organization’s
relationship with the people it does business with (Stewart, 1998). When an employee
leaves a firm, their knowledge on the relationships with customers, suppliers, stakeholders, and strategic alliance partners can be lost as well (Pablos, 2002).
As far as the consequences of other types of risk related to knowledge loss are concerned,
they are diversified. For example, the results of knowledge leakage and knowledge
spillover are related to loss of knowledge that is in many cases used by other companies,
especially competitors. This can lead to a loss of competitive advantage because in
order for knowledge to be a source of competitive advantage, it needs to be rare and
inimitable. When it leaks out or spills over, it is not such any more. The consequences
of knowledge leakage or knowledge spillover are quite difficult to be evaluated as they
are of non-material character. What needs to be kept in mind is that knowledge leakage
and spillover can be beneficial for a company when it is the knowledge of competitors
that becomes available and a given company may then improve its competitive advantage
on this basis (Mohamed et al., 2007).
In the case of knowledge theft, the consequences are of similar character to the ones
resulting from knowledge leakage and spillover (i.e. the loss of important knowledge
and the resulting loss of competitive advantage), but in addition to that, a company
may lose its time and resources for police inquiries and judicial acts. If knowledge
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about customers is stolen, it may also affect customers’ trust and, in consequence,
their loyalty.
Knowledge forgetting and knowledge unlearning can actually bring positive results
if they help companies and their members address new ideas, approaches, strategies
(Markoczy, 1994; Gharajedaghi, 2007). However, when unlearning stops a company
from conducting its operations due to a limitation of the original knowledge base, it
becomes then a negative phenomenon (Wensley and Navarro, 2015). Also, forgetting
can be negative when it leads to situations when an organization’s staff needs to restore
any previously possessed knowledge and the organization faces disruptions and/or
flawed workflows (Tukel et al., 2008). Knowledge waste can bring negative consequences in the form of a loss of time on reinventing the already invented solutions
and a loss of opportunities built upon the existing yet unexplored knowledge.
Both types of consequences (financial and non-financial ones) are potentially more
severe for small and medium sized companies, where resources are limited and therefore, losing them and filling the missing gap is more troublesome. For example, as key
staff members possess rare or difficult-to-imitate knowledge, which makes them crucial
for the organization’s success, determining what could potentially happen when such
valuable employees leave may help an organization in evaluating the impact of know
ledge loss and formulating appropriate preventive measures (Massingham, 2008). As
far as other types of knowledge loss are concerned, organizations need to analyse the
probability of their occurrence and the potential costs related to losing particular types
of knowledge in certain ways. For example, if there is a high risk of knowledge leakage
and the costs of this leakage would be severe, the company needs to identify and apply
measures to prevent it (e.g. loyalty agreements with employees, careful choice of networking partners, etc.). In other words, it is crucial to identify where the loss of knowledge
can have an immediate threatening effect on the organization (Martins and Martins,
2011) and find a way of overcoming this threat.

Ways to overcome knowledge loss
To avoid various kinds of knowledge loss described above, organizations may take
a range of diversified measures. An example of one such measure is knowledge retention. It is a relatively new sub-discipline of knowledge management and deals with
cases where expert knowledge workers leave organizations after long periods of time
(Levy, 2011). Retention of knowledge can be explained as maintaining (as opposed to
losing) important knowledge that exists in the heads of people and is essential to the
overall functioning of an organisation (Martins and Martins, 2011). This knowledge
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does not necessarily have to be connected with products/services or other internal
issues in the company.
For example, Parise et al. (2006) suggest performing an organizational network analysis in a knowledge-retention strategy, arguing that employees who leave companies
take more than what they know; this means that they also take critical knowledge about
who they know. De Long (2004) has suggested that effective knowledge retention actions
require a holistic approach that integrates elements of HR infrastructure, culture, transfer practices reliant on the knowledge involved, and supporting IT applications. All
in all, an appropriate knowledge-retention strategy can help in overcoming the problem
of losing knowledge on important stakeholders, strategic partners or key customers.
As the amounts of tacit knowledge kept away in employees’ heads are enormous, it is
impossible to retain all the knowledge of staff members. Therefore, organizations
should focus on retention of critical knowledge (Hislop, 2005; Durst et al., 2015).
Knowledge retention projects, according to Levy (2011), should consist of steps where
knowledge to be retained is exactly defined, together with determination of the method
to retain it.
If knowledge is not retained, organizations can face problems with learning from past
experiences and from the consequences of past actions, such as: reinventing the wheel,
unlearned lessons or a pattern of repeated mistakes (Martins and Martins, 2011). That
is why organizations are encouraged to focus on developing a formal retention strategy
to retain critical and highly specialized knowledge (Juliano, 2004).
Protective mechanisms can also be applied by organizations to prevent knowledge
leakage or knowledge spillover. Some knowledge can be secured by legal means (e.g.
copyrights, patents, or trademarks). Companies may also be cautious in selecting
outsourcing and cooperating partners to minimize the risk of improper knowledge
usage by these parties. Another potential way of overcoming knowledge loss are safety-oriented knowledge management processes. These are processes designed to protect knowledge within an organization from illegal or inappropriate use or theft (Gold
et al., 2001).
Despite the obvious financial and non-financial consequences of knowledge loss,
organizations seem to underestimate the significance of knowledge retention and other
means of protecting their knowledge. As Durst and Wilhelm (2011) report, organizations often notice the effects of knowledge loss only when a staff member has already
left the company or is absent for a long time. Similar is the case with knowledge
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leakage or spillover – only when faced with it, organizations start coping with the
consequences thereof.

Knowledge safety
Both knowledge loss and knowledge retention have been explained so far and considered
mostly in the context of human resources – which is to mean employees that take
away their knowledge and so, their knowledge needs to be somehow preserved by
knowledge retention activities before their departure (e.g. Joe et al., 2013; Schmitt et
al., 2012; Eckardt et al., 2014). However, knowledge can also be lost in a more technical
context, i.e. if there is a database with clients, enriched with personal notes on each
customer provided by an employee and this database is somehow lost (e.g. due to an
equipment failure), it can be also treated as knowledge loss. Such knowledge loss was
reported in a study by Durst et al. (2015), where a crash of an entire computer system
resulted in a financial impact and a partial knowledge loss. In general, organizational
knowledge can be lost in many ways: it can be stolen, it can be forgotten, damaged,
or simply lost by losing an employee or knowledge stored in a certain form. Taking
that into account, there appears an important question concerning knowledge safety
– is knowledge in a given organization safe from all of the abovementioned risks?
Therefore, knowledge safety can be defined in the following way:
“The state of organizational knowledge not being endangered with or exposed to loss,
leakage, attrition, oblivion, waste or theft, regardless of the potential sources of these
phenomena. Knowledge safety can be ensured in two ways: 1. protecting knowledge
from loss, leakage, attrition, oblivion, waste or theft by eliminating their potential
sources; 2. retaining knowledge in the organizational setting and applying protection
mechanisms to this knowledge”.

Methodology
On the basis of literature review and the proposed definition of knowledge safety,
three research questions have been formulated:
1. How do organizations understand knowledge safety?
2. What kind of potential hazards endangering organizational knowledge safety
do they identify?
3. What kind of actions do they undertake on an everyday basis to ensure know
ledge safety?
DOI: 10.7206/jmba.ce.2450-7814.203
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To answer these research questions, a case study approach has been applied. The
rationale is as follows. Firstly, the issue of knowledge safety has not been explored so
far and therefore, a study based on a qualitative method is appropriate to analyse it.
Secondly, case study methodology allows for making observations and gathering
information on new phenomena (Yin, 1989). Thirdly, the said case study approach is
suitable given the descriptive and exploratory nature of the research and the potential
complexity of the investigated issue (Leedy and Omrod, 2005).
The study involved semi-structured interviews with key informants who were expected
to be knowledgeable about knowledge issues in their respective companies, i.e. either
the owner or the general manager of a given enterprise. Companies were selected based
on their convenient accessibility and proximity to the researcher (convenience sampl
ing). This method is very useful in getting general ideas about the phenomenon of
interest (Chong et al., 2011). Before each interview, the purpose of the study was presented to research subjects, followed by assurance of anonymity. Before the research
commenced, all of the interviewees had to sign an agreement to participate in the
study and to be recorded. Names of the companies and interviewees have been
anonymized for confidentiality reasons. The interviews lasted thirty minutes on average
and were conducted at the company premises. Afterwards, the interview data was
recorded and subsequently transcribed with care (Meyer, 2001). In addition, for the
purpose of triangulation, the transcribed interviews were analysed along with observational field notes and information published on the companies’ websites (Suter,
2012). The observational field notes concerned the atmosphere of trust, the mood of
the recipients, as well as their behaviour, reactions to the questions, and willingness
to answer the questions, etc. The companies’ websites were examined with regard to
descriptions of services they offered, their history, market presence, and other materials made available.
10 case studies were covered in total. These were small and medium-sized companies
located in the province of Pomerania in Poland. Multi-case sampling was chosen to
add confidence to the findings (Meyer, 2001). Although the number of cases was limited
because of accessibility, resources, and time constraints, a similar number of cases had
been presented in other qualitative research on SMEs and their knowledge (e.g. McAdam
and Keogh, 2004; Bishop et al., 2008; Nunes et al., 2006; Ndlela and du Toit, 2001).
The companies selected for the performed analysis had to belong to the SME knowledge-intensive service sector and be located in the Pomeranian region. Knowledge-intensive
companies were chosen as the object of study because knowledge plays a crucial role
in their functioning (Mangiarotti, 2012). Therefore, they should be concerned with
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knowledge safety and they can be expected to be taking some measures to guarantee
it. The firms subject to analysis varied with regard to the number of employees and
the area of operation (details in Table 1). The interviews and the analysis of the observational field notes and of the information published on the companies’ websites were
conducted at the end of 2013 and the beginning of 2014.

Table 1. Characteristics of the case companies
Company

Main activity

Number of employees

Company A

Financial services

10–15

Company B

Advisory and consultancy

10–15

Company C

Design of websites and promotion materials

Company D

Design of telecommunication systems

Company E

Design of electronic devices

Less than 10

Company F

SaaS (Software as a Service) provider

Less than 10

Company G

Telecommunication services

80

Company H

Construction and supervisory services

6

Company I

Multimedia applications and Business Intelligence

7

Company J

Educational and training services

15

Less than 10
10

Source: own study.

The author has taken advantage of inductive approach to analyse the collected data
as this method is suitable for performing analyses with little or no predetermined
theory or framework, when little or nothing is known about the examined phenomenon (Burnard et al., 2008). To be more precise, the thematic content analysis method
(Krippendorff, 2004; Fereday and Muir-Cochrane, 2006) has been applied where analysis
themes and subthemes have been defined and then matched with the recorded and
transcribed statements.

Presentation of findings
This section covers the findings of the conducted study. For the sake of clarification
of the details about the featured companies, the notation from Table 1 will be applied.
DOI: 10.7206/jmba.ce.2450-7814.203
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The first question concerned the understanding of knowledge safety. It appears that
the examined companies understand this notion in different ways. Some companies
understand it with regard to their technical solutions and databases only. For example,
Company E concentrates on the safety of their base of experience – a database containing past experience, projects, costs, failures, etc. Similarly, Company G perceives
it as the safety of all of their technical tools that they use, while Company C sees it as
the safety of their IT systems.
Other companies view knowledge safety in the context of their employees possessing
this knowledge. For example, the owner of Company B stated that the problem of
knowledge safety is connected with human resources. You can protect yourself against
technologies, but not against humans. If somebody wants to steal knowledge from us,
they will do it. Also, the owner of Company A concluded that the value of the company
resided in the company’s employees and their knowledge, and this knowledge could
not be protected. In other words, if an employee wants to leave and take such know
ledge with them, they will do it.
There are also companies that understand and view knowledge safety in both dimensions: in the technical one and in the human one. For example, Company J distinguishes safety of their technical solutions (Google Drive, where they place all of their
files) and safety of the knowledge possessed by their employees. They perceive know
ledge safety through the aspect of protecting it from theft (technical solutions) or loss
(employee leaving the company/being “stolen” by the competition). Also, Company H
understands knowledge safety as the safety of their information uploaded to a server
and the protection against industrial espionage.
The second question was about the perception of the potential hazards endangering
the knowledge safety of the interviewed firms. Interestingly enough, although the
companies participating in the research are aware of some risks connected with
knowledge safety, in most cases they are not concerned too much about these risks.
For example, Company J sees the body of knowledge uploaded to Google Drive as safe.
As the owner of this company said, We trust these solutions. In my opinion, the data
stored in the cloud is more secure than the data stored on drives, because like all systems,
passwords that are on the computers of employees are usually a joke so it is better to
keep the knowledge somewhere on a really protected server. Company J is also not afraid
of somebody stealing their knowledge: We are not afraid of competitions, as it would be
difficult for the competitors to take an employee from us and start the process with this
knowledge because this knowledge is spread around. Moreover, Company F does not see
losing an employee as a potential problem. Their competitive situation is so favourable
Vol. 25, No. 3/2017
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that even if new competitors entered the market, it would be beneficial for them because
they would help them educate potential customers.
Company G claims that they have had a certain level of safety ensured since the
beginning of their activity. As time went by, this level was raised for all their tools
and today, they perceive this level as appropriate. They do not think about further
changes of the current safety level.
Company H is aware of the fact that knowledge is kept mainly in the heads of its
employees and only a part of it is stored in a database. However, they are not afraid
of losing an employee with this knowledge because many employees exchange their
tasks. A loss of an employee involves a brief moment of disturbance, but is not perceived as a big problem.
Company I considers its knowledge as safe, although its owner is aware of the potential risks. The first of these risks is related to the software they produce and the second
one – with the staff that may leave the company to work for a larger business. They
are not very concerned with the issue of knowledge safety because – in their opinion
– not much can be done to improve it.
The third question concerned measures taken by the interviewed companies to ensure
knowledge safety on an everyday basis. The variety of these measures is quite large
and dependent on the type of knowledge risks the companies perceive as threatening
their knowledge safety. For example, Company E is concerned with its database of
experience and therefore, performs regular back-ups and stores its e-mails for many years.
Company B provides its employees with only the knowledge that they need to perform
their tasks. We share different knowledge with different people. If we know that this most
precious knowledge is only in the heads of some employees and it cannot be taken away
easily (is not in the written form), then it is safe. The company also makes sure to motivate
its employees to encourage them to share their knowledge internally, not externally.
Company I has two ways of dealing with knowledge safety. The first one is about
making appropriate agreements with its customers and employees, and the second one
is about hiring young interns, who are less likely to leave the company than its experienced professionals.
Furthermore, Company J undertakes some action to ensure the safety of the knowledge
possessed by its employees. The company understands the risk of their staff leaving
DOI: 10.7206/jmba.ce.2450-7814.203
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the firm as they hire mostly young, creative people who might start searching for new
paths of development. We take advantage of rotation of positions and training of other
employees to store and transfer the knowledge inside the organization. We also have
a mentoring system, so that our employees can exchange their knowledge mutually.
These actions are supposed to prevent knowledge loss and ensure knowledge safety.
Some companies deal with provision of knowledge safety in a peculiar way. For example,
the owner of Company A, in order to avoid the loss of employees and their knowledge,
avoids investing in training for the company’s employees. The person has some bad
experience with employees being well-trained and leaving the company for another
one or to set up their own business.
However, some of the companies claim that they do not take any measures on an
everyday basis to ensure knowledge safety. For example, Company J stated that Our
technology is very cheap and we want to sell it widely, so its theft is not a big threat to
us. That is why we do not concentrate on this treat, because these are costs to ensure
the safety of our knowledge. Company D does not aim to protect its knowledge as there
is no such need. In our branch two years is like a century. After two years everything
becomes obsolete. In the past, we used to race for patents, but now, it does not pay off.
It does not make sense. Also, Company G does not see the point of dealing with know
ledge safety on an everyday basis. We do not need to deal with knowledge safety because
it is a standard thing for our operations. We have some critical systems, which can be
accessed only from certain locations and there are non-critical systems, which can be
accessed from many different locations. They are protected with passwords. We do not
deal with knowledge safety because it is handled in a systemic way.
Some firms are not concerned with their knowledge safety because they do not think
their knowledge is potentially of much use to others. For example, Company H stated:
We do not have such crucial knowledge, I do not imagine someone needing this knowledge
apart from us. That is why they do not undertake any actions to ensure knowledge safety.

Discussion and conclusions
This paper examines the concept of knowledge safety in service companies operating
in the knowledge-intensive SME sector. Keeping in mind that knowledge safety is
a new concept, the study contributes to a better understanding of knowledge protection
issues in small and medium-sized companies and lays grounds for further research.
It contributes to earlier studies devoted to knowledge loss (e.g. Martins and Martins
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2011; Durst and Wilhelm 2011), knowledge leakage (Ahmad et al., 2014), knowledge
spillover (Durst and Zieba, 2017), knowledge forgetting (De Holan and Phillips 2004;
Cegarra-Navarro, 2012), unlearning (Rebernik and Širec, 2007) and waste (Ferenhof
et al., 2015), and knowledge retention (e.g. Levy, 2011; Parise et al., 2006) as it integrates
the aspect of losing knowledge in various ways (e.g. due to human or technological
factors) with measures to be taken to prevent it (e.g. knowledge retention).
The findings of the study show that knowledge safety is perceived by the examined
companies from two perspectives:
technical perspective – connected with the safety of technical solutions, tools,
databases possessed by companies;
 human perspective – connected with human issues, e.g. potential loss of
employees leaving for other companies/competitors and taking their knowledge
with them.


Some companies view knowledge safety mostly in a technical sense, some see it in
a human context, while others understand it as a combination of the two. There is no
single, uniform view of knowledge safety among the firms included in the study. It
can result from the fact that different kinds of knowledge can be protected in various
ways and therefore, it would be improper to limit the approach towards knowledge
safety to one predominant view only.
Most of the interviewed companies do not consider knowledge safety as a problematic
issue. They are well-aware of the potential hazards connected with the knowledge
they possess, but in many cases, they do not undertake any everyday actions to prevent
their occurrence. There are several reasons for that. First of all, some risks are not, in
their opinion, likely to occur, e.g. industrial espionage. Second, some companies do
not consider their knowledge as potentially valuable to other companies or competitors.
Third, the costs of ensuring knowledge safety and, for example, preventing knowledge
loss would be too high or exceeding the costs of losing knowledge. Fourth, some
problems with knowledge safety are perceived as natural and “something to live with”
instead of “to be prevented from happening”. Fifth, SMEs suffer from limited financial
resources and therefore are reluctant to invest in preventive measures. Sixth, small
organizations prefer operating in an informal and flexible manner (Panagiotakopoulos,
2012) and as such, do not concentrate often on formal analyses and solutions. Finally,
such companies tend to have no time to think about the future or anticipate potential
risks, so they also do not deal with such risks as far as the knowledge in their possession is concerned.
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Companies that do intend to take measures to protect their knowledge can do it in
several different ways, such as:
by motivating employees to share knowledge and not to take it away;
by reducing the potential “attractiveness” of their employees on the labour
market (e.g. by limiting the possibilities of training);
 by transferring and storing crucial knowledge in an transparent form in databases;
 by sharing crucial knowledge only with a limited number of people in the
organization;
 by doing back-ups of their data and databases;
 by choosing solutions/tools that are sufficiently protected;
 by providing different levels of access to bodies of knowledge – only to those
who need such knowledge to perform their tasks.



The abovementioned ways have been utilized by different companies, but are not
applied by all of them.

Implications and further research directions
The study provides company managers and owners with some suggestions on the
issues of knowledge safety. It can serve as an indication of what aspects managers
should consider when analysing their knowledge safety. From the point of view of
research, the findings contribute to a better understanding of the concept of knowledge
safety in the context of the SME environment. This topic is quite significant as the
lack of knowledge safety could potentially have detrimental effects on a small or
medium-sized company.
The presented study has several limitations, though. The first one results from the
fact that the data covered has been collected in 10 SMEs operating in the Pomeranian
region of Poland; therefore, the reliability and universality of the findings is limited.
Second, only one person from each company has been interviewed, which may limit
the objectivity of the research results. Third, the companies examined are mostly
small or even micro businesses, which reduces the applicability of the research results
to medium-sized businesses. Finally, the research is of a preliminary character and
a further in-depth exploration is required.
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There are further research possibilities in the area of knowledge safety proposed. The
first issue that could be investigated concerns the matter of which aspect of knowledge
safety is the most crucial from the point of view of particular types of SMEs. For
example, some might feel more exposed to knowledge theft, while others – with know
ledge spillover. The second one could involve examination of potential benefits of
ensuring knowledge safety versus the cost of losing knowledge. Finally, a quantitative
study on knowledge safety could offer further insights into the state of the art in the
whole SME sector.
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